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ABSTRACT
Web contents related to educational institutions as well as their geographic data of a country is an
emerging field of data sharing and consolidating with suitable data repositories to extract useful
information to improve and maintain the area-based quality of education. The information of these
institutions is available in the unstructured or semi-structured format from heterogeneous sources on the
web that originate challenges to develop a smarter method in finding specific information using traditional
search engines. The integration of these heterogeneous data along with geographic information is a
formidable task to explore implicit knowledge of educational institutions that assist people to improve these
systems and it is still getting researchers’ attention. In this regard, our research demonstrates the
feasibility of semantic web technologies for converting and integrating these unstructured or semistructured information by introducing machine understandable description of resources and instances by
consisting of their concepts and relations, called a repository name EduBD. This yields a magnificent
knowledge graph with .75 million nodes, i.e. RDF triples to facilitate reasoning meaningful information by
a graph based query language SPARQL. Furthermore, we utilized our knowledge-base EduBD with one
more accessible spatial data source Geo-Bangladesh using Physical-Cyber-Social computing approach to
examine spatial contents and social information of each institution and therefore achieved the semantic
interoperability of our Linked Open Data (LOD) application by eliminating natural language polisemy
problems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The heterogeneous web repositories of educational institutions available in unstructured and
semi-structured format along with their spatial information are inadequate to develop a state-ofthe-art method in finding accurate information on the web. These repositories consist of
geographic data of educational institutions such as address of these institutions as well as their
academic and administrative information. These useable contents originate on the World Wide
Web (WWW) using traditional technologies such as, Hypertext Markup Language, Dynamic
HTML and so on. Although these technologies produce more lucrative web pages related to
educational institutions, they are incompatible to define the semantics in metadata to enable
machines to extract the meaning of these representations. These representations use predefined
DOI : 10.5121/ijwest.2016.7101
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tags to affirm the style of a sequence of characters rather than defining ubiquitous meaning in a
document on the web. Let us take into account the HTML description for “Comilla university
located in Comilla district” without their semantics instead of a sequence of characters as
follows:
< p > Comilla Zilla School located in Comilla district < p >
Although human being, those who are familiar with the terms School, Located, District and
Comilla can extract the meaning from this representation by implementing their intuitive learning
knowledge, whereas the machines merely consider this representation as a sequence of characters.
Furthermore, eXtensible Markup Language (XML) is a semi-structured data representation
technique having the facilities of defining user defined tags to represent domain specific
information in the hierarchical fashion. The lack of uniqueness in these user defined tags of XML
are hardly understandable to machines, however, these representations are easily human
interpretable and understandable [1][2]. On the other hand, Database Management Systems
(DBMSs) are used as back-end along with these conventional technologies to represent
information of institutes as web applications by performing various structured query operations
such as insert, delete, update, search and so on [3]. In this case, web application developers
design schema structures those are restricted to define attributes and their respective constraints
such as primary keys, foreign keys and null rules to develop meaningful associations to create a
chain of data on the web. As a result, a closed world assumption is applied to relational database
model that loss big semantic in the process of data modeling [4].
Therefore, spatially dispersed institutes related information are more important to policy planners
and executing authorities to address major problems of the education sector as well as these
information also useful to mass people to evaluate these institutions in the area of interest. In this
regard, numerous Geographic Information Systems (GISs) are used as advanced tools to reform
education system by analyzing and synthesizing spatial data, visualizing these data on the map
and interpreting these data to make Spatial Decision Support Systems (SDSS) [5][6][7]. These
GIS systems use heterogeneous data sources of various formats mainly attained from diversified
proprietary software [8][9]. These heterogeneous web contents from diverse GISs exhibit
challenges in the data integration operation. For this reason the meaningful description of data on
the web are emerging to deal with the development of interoperable geographical applications
and software [10][11], geographical information retrieval [12] and automated spatial reasoning
[13]. In this regard, a semantic model is used to create metadata by defining common
vocabularies to integrate data across various domain and addresses semantic interoperability
issues by identifying categories, concepts, relations and rules to develop the next generation web,
Semantic web (SW), coined by Berners-Lee et al. [14][15][116]. In addition, the exponential
growth of machine interpretable metadata repositories as background knowledge of various
domains on the web, the Physical-Cyber-Social (PCS) computing [17] approach on the education
sector of a country is a motivated, however sophisticated problem with considerable application
areas such as originate a geographical network of educational institutions, perform spatial
analysis to compare the quality of education, exploring compatible implicit knowledge on the
web, geographically establish e-education services, develop spatial decision support systems and
so on that access various data sources from physical and social world related to education
systems. For these scope of applications, the major concerns of our research is to convert
heterogeneous geographic information of educational institutions of Bangladesh into machine
understandable representation using rich semantic RDF framework by following an ontology
model and we called this knowledge-base EduBD that attains resource sharing and
interoperability issues effectively. Moreover, we perform a large number of experiments using
graph based query language SPARQL [18] to retrieve geo-coordinates of each institutions from
our generic semantic data repository Geo-Bangladesh, a spatial knowledge-base related to the
administrative structure of Bangladesh [19] in a faster and efficient way by using various
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communication technologies [20][21][22]. Then these geo-coordinates are used to measure
distance of educational institutions from physical sensors as well as to extract location of
neighboring institutions including their relevant information on the map to increase search ability
by eliminating natural language polisemy problems that spectacles the performance of our
application.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes some basic terminologies to
understand the subsequent contents of this paper. Our present structure of educational institutions
is articulated in Section III while Section IV focuses on the details data preparation procedure
and Section V represents the approach of our research. The procedure of building a semantic
knowledge repository is given in the first subsection while the following two steps demonstrate
the process of producing our knowledge-base, EduBD as LOD along with the integration of data
across various domains using PCS computing approach. Section VI includes the experiments and
evaluation by performing a lot of experiments using SPARQL. Concluded thought of our work as
well as some future directions are described in Section VII.

2. GENERAL TERMINOLOGIES
This segment of our article popularizes a few basic terminologies including their respective
notion to readers those are used all over this paper. It includes the theme of ontology, RDF Model
and HTTP-URIs, Linked Open Data and Interoperability, Physical-Cyber-Social computing
approach, Geographic Information System, Global Positioning System and Global System for
Mobile Communication to comprehend the essence of our research.

2.1. Ontology
Ontology is defined as “an explicit, formal specification of a shared conceptualization of a
domain of interest” [23][24] serve as the first brick of the semantic web [25][26]. The core
ontology, S, structure is defined in the Eq. 1 as five tuples,
S = (C, ≤C, R, σ , ≤R)

(1)

In Eq. 1, C and R demonstrate concepts and relations of a domain those are disjoint one each
others. The notation ≤C serve as partial order on C, called concept hierarchy or taxonomy and the
notation ≤R performs on R, called relation hierarchy [27].

2.2. RDF Model and HTTP-URI
Resource Description Framework (RDF) represents real world information in the graph pattern as
subject-predicate-object form, known as triples [28]. In this model resource, items of interest of a
domain are described using HTTP- URIs to manage globally unique name to access properties
and make associations with other resources by escaping duplication of data on the web without
central execution [29]. The Fig. 1 illustrates the structure of a triple for the knowledge piece
“Comilla Zilla School located in Comilla” to comprehend the essence of semantic knowledge
representation.

Figure 1: RDF Triple for “Comilla Zilla School located in Comilla”

2.3. LOD and Interoperability
The structure of a knowledge base is characterized as
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KB = (C, R, I, iC, iR)
including two disjoint sets C and R those are interpreted in our previous subsection. The notation
I is a set of elements called instances and two functions iC and iR are concept instantiation and
relation instantiation respectively.
In our application we use the structure of ontology and ontology knowledge-base to express our
domain data as Linked Data and distribute these knowledge pieces as Linked Open Data (LOD)
to establish a universal data source on the web [29][30]. These knowledge-base develop the web
as interoperable because interoperability performs the operation of information swapping between
two or more parties by resolving syntactic and semantic issues properly [31][32].

2.4. PCS Computing
The Physical-Cyber-Social (PCS) computing paradigm incorporates information from cyber
space data sources and social perceptions by utilizing computing and communication capabilities
to extract intuitive knowledge that neither traditional computing nor human intelligence can
explore [33][17]. This perceptive knowledge is analyzed by expanding the web with the
capabilities of sensing, processing and self adapting to perform interactions between physical and
virtual world through exclusive addressing scheme [34]. In this connection, a close look of PCS
computing paradigm is illustrated in the Figure 2 to comprehend the significance of our research.

Figure 2: The Physical-Cyber-Social (PCS) computing approach

2.5. GIS, GP S and GSM
The Geographic Information Systems (GISs) process geo-referenced data by combining hardware
and software for processing, analyzing and displaying in the form of maps, reports and charts.
These data are spatial, points, lines or areas known as locational data and attribute (non
locational) data, features of points, lines or areas [35].
Furthermore, the Global Positioning System (GPS) is a satellite-based uninterrupted, 3-D
positioning and navigation system whereas Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) use
three GSM base-stations to locate a point in the form of {latitude, longitude} on the earth [36]
[37].

3. PRESENT STRUCTURE OF OUR PROBLEM DOMAIN
There are a large number of educational institutions in Bangladesh without collaboration of one
institute with others. As a result it is hard to integrate information for making decisions to
improve the quality of these educational institutions. These educational institutions include
schools, colleges, madrasahs, universities, research centers, libraries; learning organizations and
so on are spatially dispersed in the range of latitude: 20034N to 26038N and longitude: 88001E to
92041E (147570 square kilometers) to produce educated and skilled manpower. This area of
Bangladesh is coordinated by a standard administrative hierarchy that originates a top-down
approach from division to villages to perform smooth administrative functions. In this framework,
the number of divisions, districts, upazilas and administrative thanas, pourashava or
municipalities, wards, union councils, mouza or mohollas and villages are 7, 64, 500,509, 265,
4
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2407, 4451, 67100 and 87968 respectively [19][38]. The logical relationship between different
levels of entities in this framework is as follows:
country ← division ← district ← upazilas / thana
← pourashava ← ward / union ← mouza / mohollas

← village

This administrative area consists of educational institutions where national level authorities
formulate various policies, service delivery mechanisms, allocation and utilization of resources
whereas lower level institutions execute these policies effectively. In Bangladesh the education
systems are General Education System (GES), Madrasah Education System (MES), TechnicalVocational Education System (TVES) and Professional Education System (PES). These education
stages further divided into five levels are primary, junior, secondary, higher secondary and
tertiary level respectively. These levels consist of instances of educational institutions those are
located at the lower level of the administrative framework. The Figure 3 depicts the interrelation
between educational institutions and the administrative framework of Bangladesh.

Figure 3: The logical relationship between educational institutions and administrative framework of
Bangladesh

4. DATASETS FOR EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
The educational institute related data of Bangladesh is not usable from a single data provider’s
organization. It is a challenging task to accumulate and validate useful data on the web from
accessible data sources. We collect and verify data for our application in both manual and
automatic process. In this regard, we introduce a crawler to enrich our data collection along with
the operation of cleaning HTML texts and parse these contents into suitable format those are
illustrated in the following sub-sections.
4.1. Crawling URLs
Our crawler extracts information based on Uniform Resource Locator (URL). The algorithm of
the crawler is demonstrated in Figure 4 that uses Breadth-First-Search (BFS) to find necessary
information efficiently.

Figure 4: Pseudo code of how our crawler works.
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In the algorithm crawler of Figure 4, the queue, q and a list, visited are initialized with base url
are demonstrated in line 1 and 2. Removing each url available from the front of a queue (as line
4), the text inside the url is processed by JSoup [40], demonstrated at line 5, to retrieve further
new urls. For each (as line 6) retrieved new url (as line 7), insert the url at the rare of the queue, q
and insert it into the list, visited which is demonstrated at line 8 and 9 respectively. The process is
continued until the queue, q is empty (as line 3).
4.2. Cleaning HTML and Parse Contents
Traditional web pages on the web consist of various uninformative noisy blocks such as
navigation panels, privacy notices, advertisements, copyright and so on. The information
contained in these noisy blocks can deteriorate the efficiency of information extraction.
Therefore, we remove these noisy blocks to retrieve a clean text of educational institutions and
public feedback comments effectively. After crawling and cleaning of HTML texts, find suitable
information blocks, we parse these blocks to identify name and address of educational institutes,
academic and infrastructure facilities, feedback about these institutions from users using JSoup
and convert these information into XML successfully. The feedback consists of from, subject,
body, date, time and so on. In some cases of this conversion i.e., starting tags without closing
tags, we rectify these errors manually. The process of data extraction and unification is exhibits in
the Figure 5 as a block diagram.

Figure 5: The block diagram for information extraction and integration

In addition, two ministries of Bangladesh (MoE and MoPME) are responsible to operate
education services except medical education all over the country. We collect feasible information
from these ministries along with Bangladesh Bureau of Educational Information and Statistics
(BANBEIS) that operates under the MoE. The list of data files including their number of instances
is portrayed in the Figure 6, while the arrangement of data in these files is illustrated in the Fig. 7.

Figure 6: Data files collected from MoE

Figure 7: The snippet of the structure of records in the files
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Although these data files consist of 32,627 instances of educational institutions of Bangladesh, a
large number of available higher educational institutions, English Medium Schools, Teachers
Training Colleges, Technical Institutes, professional institutions, Research Institutes and so on are
omitted in these collected files. There are 5257 ignored instances are stored in individual files to
produce as machine understandable format from BANBEIS and University Grant Commission
(UGC) respectively. The list of files for these missing data is depicted in the Figure 8.

Figure 8: File lists of omitted educational institutions of Bangladesh

Moreover, the information related to medical education is accessible from Directorate of General
Health Services (DGHS), Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (MoHFW), Directorate of
Nursing Services (DNS) as well as from HCN BD, a semantic database of health care network of
Bangladesh [39]. The knowledge structure of HCN BD is illustrated in the Figure 9.

Figure 9: The snippet of HCN-BD knowledge-base

In spite of the large number of data in our collection, these files also missing the information of
non-government educational institutions, vocational education, business management education,
qawmi madrasha education, another category madrasah education in Bangladesh and so on. As a
result, we aggregate compatible missing information after validating from a number of accessible
heterogeneous sources by introducing a crawler, HTML cleaning procedure along with parse
information to extract relevant information from the web.

5. OUR APPROACH
The approach of our research on the semantic network of educational institutions decomposes
into four stages to address the comprehensive knowledge that neither human intelligence nor
present computing systems can answer. The first stage of our research develops an ontology
model and populates this model by instances of educational institutions. We called our
knowledge-base EduBD, a semantic knowledge repository of educational institutions of
Bangladesh. The chronological step of our approach consolidates missing information while the
successive step demonstrates how to produce our knowledge-base as LOD application to resolve
interoperability issues effectively. Finally, the successive step describes the semantic information
integration using PCS computing approach to locate the institutions on the map including their
interoperable linked data. The overview of our approach is portrayed in the Fig. 10 to
comprehend the essence of our system.
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Figure 10: Overview of our System

5.1. Building an Ontology-Based Knowledge Repository
Ontology defines common vocabularies to share information of educational institutions with
other compatible data sources on the web to address semantic interoperability issues. It is easier
to publish data in RDF using vocabularies from available ontology, however in the case of
unavailability of vocabularies, we can propose for suitable one to describe data on the web. The
basic steps to develop an ontology are defining classes and arranging these classes in a taxonomic
(sub-class super-class) hierarchy, defining relationship with other classes called slots and allowed
values for these slots to develop a semantic data source [41]. We consider classes, sub-classes,
relations, object property, data property, general axioms to develop our ontology using ontology
environment Protégé for educational institutions to reuse these knowledge and called this
ontology ontoEduBD. In this ontology, we encoded our domain data by following the World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standards: a core ontology for organizational structure (org,
www.w3.org/ns/org#) and Dublin Core (dc, dublincore.org/documents/dces/) to create
interoperable data on the web. We examine a number of available vocabularies such as type, label
and site to represent a resource type, feature names, objects location respectively of real world
entities in the virtual world. The fragment of taxonomy of our ontology is portrayed in the Figure
11.

Figure 11: The fragment of ontology hierarchy for ontoEduBD
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Moreover, we populate our ontology by instances of educational institutes and evolve this
knowledge-base, EduBD in N-TRIPLE format. The representation of this knowledge-base is
demonstrated in the Figure 12 that exhibits the directed labeled graph structure. The graph pattern
representation for a small number of triples is portrayed in the Figure 13 that exposes
inexpressible visualization of our knowledge-base.

Figure 12: Machine understandable educational institutions data of Bangladesh in N-TRIPLE format

Figure 13: Directed graph structure for knowledge pieces from our EduBD

5.2 Published EduBD as Linked Open Data
The semantic web focuses on the ontological level to describe, discover and access web contents
to develop interoperable global data-space to infer implicit knowledge-intensive operations that
can be carried out automatically [42][43]. In this connection, our domain dataset EduBD
published as LOD application by following the synopsis of Tim Berners Lee. The first step is to
use URIs as names for things so that HTTP-URIs can explore those names on the web. When
machine explore available URIs, these URIs are furnished with information on the web. These
information are described using semantic web standards such as Web Ontology Language (OWL),
RDF and RDF Schema (RDFS). Finally, these definition of data established links to resources of
other datasets on the web to discover more compatible knowledge [29].
Furthermore, our knowledge-base EduBD reuse resources from LOD repositories, GeoBangladesh and HCN-BD to extract geo-coordinates of a location and information of medical
institutions by reducing redundant information on the web. The resource sharing process at the
same time achieved semantic interoperability issues effortlessly. The data structure of LOD
repository, Geo-Bangladesh is given in the Figure 14 respectively to comprehend the essence of
resource sharing approach.
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Figure 14: The fragment of knowledge representation in Geo-Bangladesh

5.3 Semantic Information
Computing Approach

Integration

using

Physical-Cyber-Social

(PCS)

The operation of data integration between PCS data-sources along with information of
educational institutions is a challenging task to extract specific information for spatial analysis to
apply various policies to improve quality of educational institutions. The algorithm to integrate
data from various data sources is portrayed in the Figure 15.

Figure 15: Pseudo code of how our data integrator works.

In the information integration process we use GPS enabled sensors as physical tools to extract
geo- coordinates that are consistently connected and interacted with Geo-Bangladesh knowledgebase (as lines 1 and 2). The GPS data in the pattern of {latitude (Lat), longitude (Long)} are used
to fetch semantically related neighboring information in the form of {division (div) → District
(dis) → Upazila (upa)} by eliminating natural language polisemy problems (as line 3). In this
stage we expand our extracted information pattern by examining http://www:w3:org/ns/org#site
as {division (div) → district (dis) → upazila (upa) → site} where site indicates the exact location
of the institute available (as line 5 and 7). This advanced information pattern is used for getting
further action from Geo-Bangladesh using semantic query language SPARQL to retrieve spatial
coordinates to map these locality to increase search ability that shows the usefulness of our
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application (as line 9). Moreover our system investigates accessible data sources along with
intuitive human knowledge about education services and their respective service qualities of each
institution. In our integration process we use an inference engine (portrayed Figure 10, step 9) to
explore implicit knowledge that assist people in making their decisions about institutions.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATION
We perform a large number of experiments on our machine understandable dataset EduBD using
semantic search engine, SPARQL to explore distinguishing information according to our query on
the web. These experimental results based on the relationship of triples show the effectiveness of
our research. One of the semantic searches is portrayed in the Figure 16 to fetch the relevant
information of the URI, < http://www:skeim:org#0021105770>. The corresponding output
demonstrates a location name of Comilla Zilla School that is illustrated in the Fig. 17.

Figure 16: The semantic query using SPARQL to retrieve the location of an institution

Figure 17: The result of the query that is given in the Figure 16

These semantic query operations promote to address interoperability issues in multiple
knowledge repositories of EduBD, Geo-Bangladesh and HCN-BD by using common
vocabularies. Moreover, our ontology model, ontoEduBD incorporates 32 classes and subclasses; however 7 of them are extracted at the phase of heterogeneous information integration of
our research. Our ontology is populated by more than 41,000 educational institutions and these
institutions are interoperable on the web with other compatible knowledge repositories. Our
proposed knowledge-base consists of 0.75 million accessible triples to evaluate information
sharing issues successfully.
In addition, the advanced operation on our application examines the location in the form of
{latitude (lat), Longitude (long)} for each institution from Geo-Bangladesh. However, we use the
spherical law of cosine to calculate the distances between sensors and the location of each
institution by using GPS. This formula is given in the Eq. 2 where Φ1 is the latitude of first
position while Φ2 is the latitude of the second position. The notation Δλ express the difference
between longitude value of two positions and R indicates the radius of the earth that is
approximately 6371 kilometers.
distance = acos (sin Φ1. sin Φ2 +cos Φ1 . cosΦ2.cosΔλ).R
(2)
To evaluate this numerical calculation we consider the (latitude; longitude) pairs of Comilla Zilla
School, Comilla University, Comilla Victoria Government College are (23:463689; 91:181114),
(23:430282391:1361569) and (23:4598; 91:1823) respectively. The distance calculation results
obtained by spherical cosine formula from Comilla Zilla School are 6.71 kilometers and 357
meters respectively. This approach performs on the core of distance calculation to retrieve
11
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information of specific institutions from our dataset along with useful information from the web
of data.
Furthermore, we use Jena, a java based semantic web application development framework for
rule based inference and Fuseki, a SPARQL server on our data repository for our semantic
application.

7. CONCLUSION
Our proposed system is significant for a country to develop a network of educational institutions
for originating collaborative framework of information sharing that promote to infer knowledge
regarding of their services to improve their individual institution. Moreover, the semantic
metadata set EduBD decrease duplication of similar data for other applications and this machine
understandable knowledge-base address the semantic interoperability that shows its application
and performance through the significant quantitative outcomes, both in terms of concepts and
educational entities of Bangladesh. In addition, the PCS computing on generic knowledge-base
EduBD extend our research on spatial human sentiment analysis for educational institutions.
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